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NEW Africa 2010 

*pp share twin, land only. Conditions apply

Best of Kenya & Tanzania

Two great deals to celebrate 
our NEW Africa brochure!

13 days from $4518* (save $450)

South Africa Panorama
16 days from $3978* (save $600)
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Toll Free 0508 100111 
info@innovative-travel.com 

 
 
 

2010 First Class & Deluxe River Cruises 

Book & Pay by 15 Dec 2009  
*Russia  *Europe  *China  

Extra funds could pull
45,000 more visitors

Additional funding of $20 million announced yesterday by Prime
Minister and Minister of Tourism John Key is expected to bring as
many as 45,000 additional visitors to New Zealand through increased
marketing efforts, Tourism New Zealand says.
The additional money is the first significant funding increase Tourism
New Zealand has received since it was established as the New Zealand
Tourism Board in 1991.  At that time Tourism New Zealand received
annual base line funding of $55 million, which was increased to $69
million in 2007.
The additional investment for the tourism industry would bring an
additional $125 million into the country over the next year as a result
of increased international visitation.
Tourism New Zealand chief executive George Hickton said the
additional investment would be primarily directed toward three
markets: the US, China and UK/Europe, and on further joint venture
work in Australia.                            ..... Cont p3
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NEW ZEALAND
Pacific Wings tipped for Invercargill
The Invercargill City Council-owned
company Holdco is negotiating with an
Australian airline to provide direct trans-
Tasman flights to Invercargill.
According to the Southland Times,
negotiations were continuing with the airline,
which did not yet want to be named.
While IVC is equipped with an international-
capable runway, airport facilities like arrivals
and departure lounges and customs facilities
are a prerequisite for such flights and
costings still had to be worked through.
Hamish McNeilly at the Otago Daily Times
quotes two airline industry sources as
confirming the carrier as Melbourne-based
Pacific Wings. It is being tipped to fly from
Brisbane and Sydney to Invercargill, initially
once a week, increasing later to twice a week.

The ODT says the Ministry of Transport has
confirmed it had discussed with airline
representatives the requirements for
obtaining a New Zealand international air
service licence.
Pacific Wings gained approval from
Australia’s International Air Services
Commission back in June to operate on the
Tasman. Its director Geoff Bowmaker said at
the time the airline was planning on
launching services from Australian cities to
“secondary” New Zealand cities.
Invercargill Airport chief executive Barry
Bouton would not comment to the ODT on
the transtasman talks, but said if approval for
flights from Invercargill was granted, the
airport could complete a terminal upgrade
within six months.

Giant Rugby Ball draws crowds
Hundreds of Japanese people have been
queuing to learn more about New Zealand in
the Giant Rugby Ball in Tokyo.
By last weekend, almost 5000 members of
the public had already viewed the audio
visual presentation of New Zealand inside the
ball, with thousands more seeing it outside.
Maori Cultural group Te Arawa has been
drawing crowds to the ball with regular
cultural performances.
The placing of the rugby ball under the
Tokyo Tower has captured Japanese media
attention, with 13 TV channels, 14
newspapers and 85 websites featuring the
ball to millions of viewers and readers.
National channel, Nippon TV, even beamed

last week.
The interest has caused a spike in the users
of Tourism New Zealand’s Japanese
consumer website with the average number
of 1500 visits to the site per day rising to
over 4000 per day since the ball was open.
Tourism New Zealand chief executive
George Hickton said the interest in the Ball
has been phenomenal.
The NTO hosted a Mâori cultural
workshop on the basics of kapa haka at the
Giant Rugby Ball with around 70 high
school children from Ikubunkan School
which sends groups of students to New
Zealand every year. On Sunday a second
cultural workshop was held for family
groups.the weather live from the Giant Rugby Ball

Tourism Auckland educates Japanese
Tourism Auckland promoted its region to
Japanese education agents and travel trade at
the Giant Rugby Ball Venue in Tokyo last
week.
Study Auckland, a business unit within
Tourism Auckland, hosted a highly
successful event in the Ball for education
agents from all over Japan on 29OCT.
Fifteen Auckland schools travelled to Japan
for the networking function, which was
attended by 50 Japanese agents, dignitaries
and representatives from Education New
Zealand, Tourism New Zealand and
Immigration New Zealand.
Tourism Auckland chief executive, Graeme
Osborne, says it was a unique opportunity to
promote Auckland as a study destination in
the lead up to Rugby World Cup 2011.
“International education is an important
contributor to Auckland’s tourism, with 56

percent of New Zealand’s fee paying students
based in the region.  It was great to connect
with Japanese agents on their home turf,
while showcasing Auckland and New
Zealand – the response from agents was
excellent,” he says.
Tourism Auckland, in partnership with
Tourism New Zealand and Air New Zealand,
also hosted a function inside the Rugby Ball
Venue on Saturday to coincide with the
Bledisloe Cup clash.
More than 140 travel agents, product
managers and key decision makers watched
the match inside the Ball and were treated to
New Zealand cuisine, wine and music from
Kiwi singer Maisy Rika.
Tourism Auckland chair, Rodney Walshe,
welcomed the guests alongside Tourism New
Zealand CEO, George Hickton.

Expansion of Sky City
convention centre on cards
Sky City chief executive Nigel Morrison has told the
National Business Review that it has been in talks with
Auckland City Council about expanding its convention
centre across and over Federal Street. Such a move
would see the centre’s capacity lift from 1500 to 2500.
Morrison indicated to NBR that “if we get our skates
on” it could be operational in time for Rugby World
Cup 2011.
Shareholders were last week told that, while gaming
continued during the recession, the number of
conferences and large events has slumped in Auckland,
with Sky City recording a drop of up to 8% in business.
Sky City had responded by using the space to stage its
own events, including a Melbourne Cup party and
other special functions.

The Lyttelton port

company has revealed a

proposal to transform

the Christchurch port

waterfront with a cruise-

ship berth, a 600-berth

marina, parks and cafes.

A time frame of a decade

is envisaged, but the

whole thing depends on

funding and commercial

activity. The port

company is 78% owned by

the city council with Port

Otago, which is in

merger talks with the

port, owning 15.48%.
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Sella grows tourism offerings
with new $1 auctions
After the success of the ‘$1 reserve Great Auckland
Adventures’ sella.co.nz has secured partnerships with
regional tourism bodies all over the country to give Kiwis
affordable experiences in their own backyard.
Venture Hawkes Bay, Destination Northland and Tourism
Auckland will all launch multiple $1 reserve auctions starting
today.  They include Splash Planet, The National Aquarium
of New Zealand, Bay of Island Cruises and tours, plus lots of
accommodation packages and more.

Taranaki tourism providers ready for big events
Tourism Exchange is providing Taranaki tourism operators a
much-needed boost to their businesses with an online
marketplace to promote their products and services.
“We’re advising our members that it has great potential,” says
Venture Taranaki’s Paul Stancliffe. “Our smaller operators will
really benefit from getting into international markets. At the
moment they have to go through RTOs and they often can’t
afford to advertise or attend industry conferences like TRENZ,
so an online marketplace will assist them greatly.”
Tony Boswell, managing director Quest New Plymouth says
“Tourism Exchange is about bringing people together and I see
it working very well. I believe it will snowball – starting out
small and growing exponentially, like Wotif did.”
Paul Stancliffe points out that, from a larger regional
perspective, it will showcase Taranaki to the international
market and inbound operators.
“Currently, if an inbound operator or wholesaler wants to go to
Taranaki, they have to rely on their own knowledge through
product manuals or databases, often missing out on the more
interesting new-to-market products and services. With the
Tourism Exchange, they can go on a live site and at the drop of
a hat they can choose something suitable.”
With uncertain times in the tourism business, Tourism
Exchange says it has come along with a timely solution to help
operators take their businesses to another level.
Sam Coxhead, Tourism Exchange’s Central North Island
regional development manager says that, for those with no web
presence or prior online booking facilities, the service offers
real value with transactions fees only on actual bookings.
“Tourism Exchange will be fantastic for regional events,” says
Quest New Plymouth’s Tony Boswell. “Currently, people have
to go through many different agents to book their whole trip,
with the ticket clipped along the way by everyone. Now they
can organize everything in the one hit.”
With Fleetwood Mac choosing Taranaki as the location for their
only New Zealand gig, as well as an expected 40,000 people
visiting WOMAD festival in March 2010, the Tourism
Exchange says it will be partnering with local operators to

make sure accommodation and tourism services make the
time spent in Taranaki “like no other”.
www.tourismexchange.co.nz

Sell to the Aussies at PAICEplus 2010
New Zealand suppliers will be able to connect directly
with Australian incentive and conference organisers who
specialise in sending groups offshore when a first of its
kind exhibition is held in Sydney next year.
PAICEplus 2010, a joint venture between CIM magazine
and ProMag Publishing Ltd, will be a boutique style show
with 100 exhibitors from NZ, the Pacific Is, Asia and
beyond.
Buyers will be a mix of highly qualified day buyers from
Sydney and hosted buyers from all around Australia. All
hosted buyers will be on pre-appointment schedules and
Sydney visitors will have the option to take either full or
part schedules, or walk through on a ‘free-flow’ basis.
PAICEplus will be held at Wharf 8, in central Sydney, on
Tuesday 21SEP, a week after PAICE (Pacific Area
Incentives and Conferences Expo) in Auckland. The
Sydney expo will be a stand alone event in its own right
but will encompass the basic format and ideals of PAICE
in Auckland. The big difference will be that PAICEplus
will have NZ exhibitors targeting Australian buyers.
More details on PAICEplus will be released soon.

Extra funds could pull
45,000 more visitors   … Cont from p1
The additional investment for UK/Europe will be focused on
growing and developing European markets.
Additional funding in China will go towards stimulating more
outbound travel to New Zealand from Shanghai’s large and
growing middle class, as well as developing the Beijing
market.  The additional investment will give New Zealand an
opportunity to operate larger campaigns for longer in a
market which shows considerable opportunities to develop.
Tourism New Zealand and Air New Zealand believe that New
Zealand could make a much greater impact in the US market
if New Zealand put in the right level of investment.
“Tourism New Zealand and Air New Zealand have been
working together on a plan for the US market for some time
and this additional funding means we will shortly be able to
announce further details of that project,” Mr Hickton said.
Other partner relationships will also be announced shortly
now that the funding has been confirmed.
Some of the additional investment in marketing New Zealand
will be put into new campaign work almost immediately to
help bolster the peak summer season for the industry.
“The additional funding will also allow Tourism New
Zealand to continue marketing year-round in Australia and to
look for further joint venture opportunities, particularly with
Regional Tourism Organisation partners,” Mr Hickton said.

Click Here AUCKLAND
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Brand new coach bolsters the GreatSights offerings

AUSTRALIA

GreatSights New Zealand has
just added a new 420-hp Euro
4-engined Scania coach to its
Aoraki-Mt Cook route. It
brings the total number of
brand new luxury vehicles
added to the nationwide fleet
in the last year to five.
The new coach is now
operating from Christchurch
to Aoraki-Mt Cook via some
of the area’s renowned hydro dams and past
the blue waters of Lake Tekapo.
The 53-seat coach is fully air conditioned,
has GPS operated multi-lingual commentary,
spacious reclining seats, footrests, an on-
board toilet, tinted windows and a DVD
player. The coach also kneels on request for
easy accessibility.

which is part of
InterCity Group,
introduced four brand
new coaches - three for
Milford Sound and one
in the Bay of Islands.
This latest addition
brings the average age
of their touring fleet to
under three years old.
“We are committed to

continually investing in and enhancing our
fleet so our customers get the best New
Zealand coaching experience in an
environmentally responsible manner,” says
General Manager Coaching, Sam Peate.
“The introduction of this new coach means
that we are continuing to lower our carbon
emissions, and also providing even greater
comfort to our passengers.”Late last year, GreatSights New Zealand,

Better than Royal Ascot or the Kentucky Derby
The Age quotes famous horse trainer Gai
Waterhouse as saying Flemington does it
better than anywhere else in the world,
including Royal Ascot and the Kentucky
Derby.
She’s talking about the Melbourne Cup
Carnival, which started well with Kiwi horse
Monaco Consul taking out the 155th Victoria
Derby on Friday in front of a crowd of
108,000 sweltering in 30-degree heat.
But Melbourne is most famous for today’s
big race. A race that fills every bed in town
for days on either side and transforms the
city into one giant festival.
This year some 34 themed marquees are
housing the glitterati at Flemington. The
Lion Nathan marquee is alive with four
species of butterflies fluttering in a lush
Tasmanian forest wilderness enclosure
themed to promote its new “Pure” beer.
The spring-themed Myer marquee is playing
host to Liza Minnelli, Ronan Keating and
Aussie beauty queen and model Jennifer
Hawkins. The prize pool for Myer’s
fashions-on-the-field competition will
exceed A$430,000 and includes a red Lexus
convertible.
The Tabcorp marquee is said to be all
“silhouette tree motifs and Scandinavian
style chairs” but inexplicably has as its celeb
the Motley Crue guitarist Tommy Lee.
As always, though, it is the Emirates
Marquee in the Birdcage Enclosure that tops
them all, in keeping with being name sponsor
of the Emirates Melbourne Cup and Principal
Partner of the Melbourne Cup Carnival.  Last

this year the tent apparently resembles a
temple of Indian indulgence and luxury.
Bollywood dancers are on hand to entertain
the guests, who can also indulge in a henna
tattoo or a hair touch-up at the fingertips of
stylists.
The opulent Bollywood tent theme comes
complete with sari-clad waitpersons, a
perfumed water fountain, plush carpets and a
ceiling of 77 billowing hand embroidered
fabric sheets. All the furniture has been hand
crafted to suit the event, and guests can
indulge themselves on Indian curries and
cocktails inspired by the flavours of India.
There’s an outdoor balcony for viewing the
action and those wanting to sit down and
relax can enjoy the Taj Tea Room.
Emirates will be hosting the Queen’s
granddaughter Zara Phillips, plus a raft of
movie, TV and sporting stars.
There’s even horse-racing going on.

Page 4

year its marquee had a Venetian theme and

New Zealand makes Lonely Planet’s top ten
New Zealand has made the cut to be
named in Lonely Planet’s prestigious
Best in Travel publication for 2010.
Godzone was picked by Lonely Planet
authors, staff and travellers as one of
the Top 10 Countries to visit in 2010.
Also featured on the list are El
Salvador, Germany, Greece, Malaysia,
Morocco, Nepal, Portugal, Suriname
and the USA.
Lonely Planet pokes fun at itself for
recommending New Zealand as “too
obvious, right?”
“But there’s wisdom in the old saying,
‘If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it’, and last

hobbits it certainly didn’t need
repairing,” the guide says.
It lists New Zealand essential
experiences as being “as strong as ever”,
from spectacular landscapes and wildlife
to Mâori culture and food and drink.  It
also singles out New Zealand for praise
in spearheading eco-travel and for its
ethos towards responsible travel.
“Being singled out as one of the Top 10
Countries for 2010 by Lonely Planet is
an astonishing result for New Zealand,
given the competition out there from
established and emerging tourism
destinations,” Tourism New Zealand
Chief Executive George Hickton said.time we checked the land of Mâori and
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RECOMMEND TRAFALGAR FIRST!
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Tourism Australia gets more money
Australia’s Minister for Tourism, Martin Ferguson, last week
announced a $9 million boost to cooperative marketing and
called on Australia’s tourism industry to engage with Tourism
Australia to maximise growth in domestic and international
travel following the global recession.
Speaking at the Tourism Ministers’ Council in Adelaide,
Minister Ferguson said the extra funding was for the 2009/10
financial year and will be brought forward from TA’s 2010/11
appropriation to promote domestic business travel and to
stimulate travel from short-to-medium haul overseas markets
(ten hours or less flying time).
Minister Ferguson said: “This additional funding will
provide a boost where it is needed most, such as the business
travel sector in Australia, which has been particularly
affected by the recent downturn.
“Overseas, the additional funding will target key markets
such as China, Japan, Malaysia, Singapore, New Zealand and
the Middle East, which are important markets for Australia
with potential for growth.”

Great Keppel resort proposal rejected
Australia’s Environment Minister, Peter Garrett has rejected
proposals for a $1.15 billion resort on Great Keppel Island,
because of concerns that it will affect the World Heritage
values of the Great Barrier Reef.
The proposal included a 300-room hotel and day spa, 1700
resort villas, 300 resort apartments, a 560-berth marina and
yacht club, a ferry terminal, a retail village, a golf course and
a sporting oval.
It sparked opposition because of its scale and potential
impact. Great Keppel Island, which covers an area of more
than 14sq km, sits about 15km off the Central Queensland
coast, east of Rockhampton.
This is the second time the developer, Tower Holdings, has
had a plan for the island rejected, but Mr Garrett has
indicated they are welcome to come back with a new
proposal in the future “which does not have this level of
impact” on the area’s values.

QF Tasman Business Class from $699 OW
Qantas has released the following I class short-life business
fares* from New Zealand to Sydney, Melbourne and
Brisbane, available for sale until 30NOV09:
AKL/WLG/CHC – SYD $699
AKL/WLG – MEL $699
AKL – BNE $699
ZQN – SYD $799
Travel: From 01DEC09 until 31JAN10
Changes can be made before/after departure at a charge of
NZ$100.
Details are in your GDS and on the Qantas Industry Sales
website, www.qantas.co.nz/agents.
*Prices are one-way and include ticket surcharges and taxes correct as at
30OCT09.

Dreamworld has reported a poor start to its 2010

financial year, with SEP quarter revenue down nearly 8%

on the same period last year. Its adjacent WhiteWater

World theme park fared better, with profit for the

quarter up 2.3%.

The parks’ owner Ardent Leisure, formerly Macquarie

Leisure Trust, said the Dreamworld revenue slide resulted

from some ‘pretty aggressive’ marketing by Village

Roadshow’s theme parks, Movie World and Sea World.

SOUTH PACIFIC

AOT Group to handle Perth 2011 ISAF
Sailing World Championships accom
The AOT Group has been appointed the official
accommodation provider for the Perth 2011 ISAF
Sailing World Championships.
Tens of thousands of spectators, 4,000 official personnel
and more than 1,400 international athletes are expected
to arrive in Western Australia for the event.
The AOT Group is Australia’s leading wholesale
inbound travel distribution business, with branches
throughout Australia, Asia, New Zealand and the UK.
Through their resources, they can assist with
accommodation, packages, tours, transfers, car and
camper hire, fly-drives, flights, and attractions for
individuals and groups arriving for the championships.
“I encourage visitors to the Perth 2011 ISAF Sailing
World Championships to book some extra time and have
a holiday in magnificent Western Australia while they
are here – the Margaret River Wine Region in the South
West is a particularly great place to holiday in
December,” says Andrew Burnes, ceo of The AOT
Group.
The Perth 2011 organisers are encouraging all athletes,
officials, spectators and visitors to the Event to book
their accommodation through the new Perth 2011
website – www.perth2011.com.
By clicking the link at the bottom of the page visitors
will be directed to The AOT Group’s specific Perth
2011 booking and information site.

Rapa Nui want lid on immigration
The BBC reports that the Rapa Nui inhabitants of Easter
Island have voted to restrict immigration amid
overpopulation fears.
More than 90% of those who voted in last weekend’s
referendum said they were worried about an influx of
residents from Chile, which has administered the remote
island outpost since the 19th century.
The referendum was organised by the Chilean government,
which says the island is struggling to cope, being only 32km
long and supporting a current population of 4000 people, but
hosting around 50,000 tourists a year. As tourism has
increased, so too have the numbers of mainland Chileans
working in the industry. Increasing
difficulties include supplying the
influx and disposing of their
rubbish in a sustainable,
environmentally friendly way.
The Chilean parliament must now
approve a change to the
constitution to bring the new rules
into effect.
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Little company makes big difference
for Samoa

L to R: Apete Meredith – Trade Commissioner, Samoa
Consulate General; Warren Jack – Exec Director, Habitat of
Humanity; Rup Sing – Sales Mgr, Retko Specialist
Transportation; Gordon Bayne – Group Marketing Mgr,
Mondo Travel; Rob Covich – GM Northern, Retko.

New Zealand-owned Mondo Travel has shown that even a
small organisation can make a big difference in people’s lives.
Through its 14 retail stores nationwide, the company has
collected 36 pallets of food, bedding, clothing and medical
supplies to send to the Islands.
“New Zealanders are still working tirelessly to help the people
of Samoa and we’re just thrilled that we’ve been able to help
to get the goods to the Islands we hold so close to our heart,”
says Mondo’s Gordon Bayne.
“We’ve had an overwhelming response from the various
communities and with the support of Retko Specialist
Transportation, Habitat for Humanity, Hudson Recruitment
and the Samoa Consulate General we have now got a huge pile
ready and waiting to go.”
The goods were picked up from Mondo’s 14 branches by
specialist transportation company Retko who have given more
than $30,000 worth of transportation.
With the help of Habitat for Humanity and the Samoa Disaster
Relief Council the goods will be freighted and distributed to
communities in need in Samoa.

Qantas enhances Tahiti fares
Qantas has enhanced its long-term fares from New Zealand
to Tahiti. They include a lower lead-in fare level booked in
Q class, for travel from 01FEB to 31MAR and 01NOV to
15DEC; and the introduction of one-way fares booked in M
and H class.
Sample of new all-inclusive Q class return fares :
AKL to Papeete NZ$990
WLG/CHC to Papeete NZ$1190
Your GDS and www.qantas.co.nz/agents have been updated
to reflect the new fares.

ASIA

Suvarnabhumi upgrades for pax comfort
Bangkok’s Suvarnabhumi international airport now offers
free wireless Internet access for passengers, matching
services already available from regional competitors like
Singapore and Hong Kong. The service, along with paid
access for persons outside departure areas, was inaugurated
last week.
Passengers wishing to use the service must present their
boarding passes at any airport information counter to get a
username and password for the 1 Mbps service.
The airport also has 126 kiosks providing free Internet
access for people without laptops.
A Straits Times AP report says BKK officials are spending
US$4.4 million on upgrades, including more restrooms,
improved signs and the cushioned upholstery of all 19,000
metallic seats in the terminal.

THE AMERICAS

Book your Christmas Escape
while you still can
From Christmas Day walks with a twist to spending New
Year’s Day exploring the Cu Chi tunnels in Vietnam, Explore
has got Christmas adventure covered.
Adventure World says that it’s best to book as soon as
possible, though, as the closer we get to Christmas the harder
it will be to find flights.  Book now to get the holiday your
clients want at the best possible price, is the advice they give
and, to make life easier, Adventure World has access to a list
of Explore trips which travel over the Christmas and New
Year period, with or without the family.  Call 09-524 5118.

US hotel measures all in minus
The U.S. hotel industry reported decreases in all three key
metrics for third quarter 2009 in year-over-year
measurements, according to data from STR.
In year-over-year measurements, the industry’s occupancy
dropped 7.9% to 60.5%, average daily rate fell 9.8% to
US$96.84, and revenue per available room decreased 16.9%
to US$58.61.
Year-to-date 2009, the industry’s occupancy fell 9.9% to
56.6%, ADR dropped 9.1% to US$98.01, and RevPAR
decreased 18.1% to US$55.48.
Among the Top 25 Markets, only Oahu Island, Hawaii, came
in virtually flat in occupancy for the third quarter, down 0.4%
to 77.0%.

New cable car in Frisco
San Francisco’s newest cable car, Car 15, has been launched
on the Powell-Mason line, one of three cable car lines still
active in San Francisco. Each year more than 7.4 million
people board these hardworking National Historic
Landmarks. Using original blueprints artisans from four
shops within the San Francisco Municipal Transportation
Agency built the new cable car from the ground up over the
course of four years. Cable Car 15 features a bright yellow
Powell-Mason color scheme that originated in the 1890s.
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Dubai hotel rates world’s highest
The average hotel room rates in Dubai were the
highest in the world in October, according to a
global price index published by industry website
Hotels.com and quoted by the UK’s Independent.
The average rate for a single night in a Dubai hotel
was US$226, a figure only matched by hotels in
New York.
The Hotels.com-Relaxnews Hotel Price Barometer
shows Dubai was also one of only two holiday
destinations out of 30 surveyed which showed a
month-on-month increase in room rates. The
emirate’s hotels showed a 10% rise in OCT09 over
SEP09. However, when compared to room rates in
OCT08, the rates are 30% cheaper.

Quadruple whammy November
discounts with Acacia
Adventure World has a range of newly released
special offers from Acacia Africa, with savings of
up to 20% for new bookings sold before 30NOV09.
If clients are travelling to Africa in NOV or
DEC09, then now is the time to book an overland
safari, with the current 20% saving.  Four great
specials from Acacia: Save 20% on any overland
tour departing before 01JAN10; or save 15% on
any overland tour departing before 01APR10. Plus
travellers can save between 15% and 10% on
selected accommodated small group safaris
travelling before 01JAN10.  For details phone
Adventure World on 09-539 8100.

EUROPE
New Italian base for Sunsail
Sunsail Sailing Holidays is due to open its newest
charter boat base on Procida Island, Italy, in 2010,
adding to the string of 29 bases in 20 countries that
the company already offers. To celebrate the
opening of the new base, guests who book their
holiday* before the end of DEC09 get up to 15%
discount off the yacht charter price.
Procida is less well known than its glamorous
neighbouring islands of Ischia and Capri and this
is its charm. It is also the ideal starting point for a
charter to the Pontine Islands or the Amalfi Coast.
The Pontine Islands have remained relatively
unknown and unspoilt, making this archipelago
ideal for an authentic Italian holiday on the water.
Sunsail Sailing Holidays’ marketing manager Kim
Silcock said the islands offered a huge variety of
coastlines with colourful rock outcrops, attractive
fishing villages and small Mediterranean ports.
“Sunsail charter guests will enjoy a mild climate

even in autumn and spring, with flourishing gardens
and fragrant citrus groves, and beautiful clear waters
great for snorkelling and diving,” she said.
“Guests can take a week or two to explore the
numerous coves and inlets and should bring some
walking shoes so they can enjoy hikes through the
fascinating historical ruins and nature sites.”
Those choosing to charter along the Amalfi coast,
with its magnificent stretch of mountainous
coastline, can take in the small picturesque villages
and towns stacked precariously on steep, rocky
cliffs above the Mediterranean.
Plenty of anchorages, sheltered harbours and light
8-12 knot breezes make this an ideal cruising
ground for holidaymakers who love culture and
sightseeing as much as they do sailing. Sailing here
is experience level 2, where 1 is the easiest and 3
the hardest.   www.sunsail.com.au
*Applies to new bookings only and no other discounts apply.
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TOUR PRODUCTS

Festive fun at Shakespeare’s Globe
For the first time ever, Shakespeare’s Globe
Theatre in London will open over the festive
season. The Footsbarn Theatre will present
Christmas Cracker, a family show of
carnival, comedy, magic, music, dance,
puppets and circus. The show promises a
midwinter celebration of London’s rich,
bawdy, pagan past, drawing from festive
traditions and inspired by the complete
works of Shakespeare.
The Globe theatre is an open-air venue, so
the show will have two half-hour acts, with

mulled wine and hot food for sale in the
interval. Footsbarn’s characters include a
poetry-reciting, three-headed Shakespeare
who discovers words that have never been
heard before, an accordion-playing worm
and Juliet walking the tightrope while
playing the violin. The Lord of Misrule will
reign over the Feast of Fools.
The production will run for 18 performances
between 22DEC09 and 03JAN10 with a
combination of shows at 11am, 2pm and
5.30pm.   www.shakespeares-globe.org

Contiki offers Perks Guaranteed departures on
Dragoman Overland
Benjamin Franklin famously stated that ‘there
is nothing certain in life except death and
taxes’. Today Dragoman Overland would like
to add a third thing to that list as they launch
Guaranteed Departures, says Adventure World.
From NOV09 any departure marked with a ‘G’
will be guaranteed to run from the day the first
person books on. This means travellers can
book flights and other travel arrangements safe
in the knowledge that the trip will run as
promised. Dragoman Overland normally has to
reschedule very few departures due to
operational reasons but hopes this added level
of promise will help travellers to do as
thousands of others do each year and trust
Dragoman to organise a trip of a lifetime for
them.
Adventure World is the NZ GSA for Dragoman
Overland, taking travellers on journeys through
Africa, Asia and South America.  For quotes
and bookings call 09-539 8100.

Insight Vacations releases premium Anzac Day tour
Insight Vacations has announced the launch
of its 2010 Anzac Day tour, the 21-day Anzac
Day and the Splendours of Turkey and Egypt,
commemorating Gallipoli’s 95th anniversary.
Dave Salisbury, General Manager, Insight
Vacations says, “Anzac Day is undeniably
our most important national day of
commemoration, and year after year,
thousands of New Zealanders have made the
pilgrimage to Gallipoli on April 25 to pay
their respects to the brave soldiers who
fought and died there for our country.
“Next year promises to be an especially
significant year in Gallipoli’s history, as it
commemorates 95 years since the first major
military action fought by Australians and
New Zealanders in WWI.
“Insight has a custom-designed tour for next
year’s Anzac Day celebrations, allowing
Kiwi travellers to experience this once-in-a-
lifetime event in style and comfort. As well
as taking in the poignant Anzac Day Dawn
Service in Gallipoli, travellers will also take
in other treasures of Turkey, such as
Pammukale, and exciting Egypt.
“We only have one departure available on
this specially-designed Anzac Day tour, so I
recommend agents be quick to secure space
for their clients, as it will sell out.”
Insight’s 21-day Anzac Day and the
Splendours of Turkey & Egypt is priced at
$6491pp twin share, land only, (single
supplement option $1874). This tour departs
22APR10 ex Istanbul.

• See the magnificently reconstructed Trojan
horse in Troy

• Explore Pergamon and take in the Acropolis,
Temple of Athena, library and Asklepion

• Discover the Virgin Mary’s House and the
Archeological Museum in Selçuk

• See the cascading white terraces of Pamukklae
• Visit Konya’s famous Mevlana Tekke and see

the Karatay Medrese and Ince Minaret
• Explore the awe-inspiring underground houses

and rock carved churches of Göreme
• Tour the underground city of Kaymakli and

see the cone of Uçhisar
• Marvel at the well preserved Agzikarahan

Caravanserai
• Visit Ataturk’s Mausoleum and Hittite

Museum in Ankara
• Enjoy a spectacular cruise along the

Bosphorus Waterway
• Explore the ancient pyramids and see their

guardian Sphinx
• See the majestic statue of Ramses II and

Alabaster Sphinx
• Discover the Step Pyramid of Zozer in Sakkara
• Tour the temples of Luxor and Karnak
• Visit the amazing Temple of Queen Hatshepsut

and the Valley of the Kings
• Explore the Temples at Edfu and Kom Ombo
• See the unfinished obelisk in the granite

quarries at the Aswan High Dam
• Take a private motorboat to Philae Island to

see the Temple of Isis.
This tour includes four nights of comfortable
Nile cruising onboard the ms Medea or ms
Sapphire (or similar) with all boat gratuities
included, international economy class flights
from Istanbul to Cairo, Egyptian economy
domestic flights from Cairo to Luxor and
Aswan to Cairo, first class hotels, or better,
plus sightseeing by luxury air-conditioned
coach, accompanied by a specialist Insight
tour director.
Click Here to download the brochure and
visit www.insightvacations.co.nz

Highlights include:
• Tour Istanbul and take in the Blue Mosque, the

Hippodrome, Topkapi Palace and Basilica of
St Sophia plus hunt for bargains at the Grand
Bazaar

Page 9

In addition to enjoying the adventure of a
lifetime, your Contiki clients can reap the
rewards of their holiday before they even
leave with the launch of Contiki Perks.
Contiki Perks is an exclusive program for
those who have booked and deposited on an
upcoming tour, and joined the Contiki family.
The program is packed with hot offers such
as savings on their next Contiki tour,
invitations to events, exclusive competitions
and prize promotions, freebies and prizes just
for referring a friend to Contiki and discounts
of up to 20% with Contiki Extended Family
including Lonely Planet, The Beauty Shop
and Xbook.
To be eligible to take their pick of Contiki
Perks, 18 to 35 year olds must have either
travelled with Contiki in the last three years
or are planning to travel with Contiki and
have booked and deposited for their tour.
To find out more about Contiki Perks visit
www.contiki.co.nz/perks
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AVIATION

20% off Gecko’s sales in NOV
Gecko’s is offering 20% off its complete
range of products during NOV09, for any
trip departures up to and including
31MAR10.  There are new Latin America,
Africa and Middle East brochures due out in
the next month, so make sure you get the
correct prices from the website; Gecko’s
Asia & China and India & Nepal prices in
the brochure are correct.
That will give a saving of NZ$520 on the
popular 18-day Indochina Discoverer.

Aircalin changes check-in
In order to offer a better service and to
simplify the check-in process for their clients
as well as to improve punctuality, Aircalin –
SB – has chosen to apply a standard check-in
time limit for all its long haul and regional
flights throughout its network.  Check-in
counters will close 45 minutes prior to
takeoff.  This new measure is now in effect.
Aircalin is still recommending that pax
continue to check in at least two hours prior
to departure.

Boeing does the math on 787
Boeing, having found that it need only pay
local assembly line workers in South
Carolina half the US$28 per hour average
wage rate of its Seattle machinists, has
chosen to locate its second final assembly
site for the 787 Dreamliner programme in
North Charleston, S.C. The facility also will
have the capability to support the testing and
delivery of the aircraft.
“Establishing a second 787 assembly line in
Charleston will expand our production
capability to meet the market demand for this
aircraft,” said Jim Albaugh, President and
CEO of Boeing Commercial Airplanes.
“This decision allows us to continue building
on the synergies we have established in
South Carolina with Boeing Charleston and
Global Aeronautica,” he said, adding that
this move would strengthen the company’s

competitiveness and sustainability and help
it grow for the long term.
Boeing Charleston performs fabrication,
assembly and systems installation for the 787
aft fuselage sections.
Across the street, Global Aeronautica, which
is 50% owned by Boeing, is responsible for
joining and integrating 787 fuselage sections
from other structural partners.
Until the second 787 assembly line is
brought on line in North Charleston, Boeing
will establish transitional surge capability at
its Everett, Washington, location to ensure
the successful introduction of the 787-9, the
first derivative model of the 787.
When the second line in Charleston is up and
operating, the surge capability in Everett will
be phased out.

Lufthansa’s mySkyStatus
Lufthansa has introduced mySkyStatus for Facebook and Twitter users. It
automatically updates the social network profile with flight data and
information when your clients are travelling, and is open for all airline flights to
be added when on the move.  LH says it’s a useful way of letting friends and
family know where you are, up in the sky and on the ground at all airports.
www.myskystatus.com

United on the Pacific to stay
United Airlines says it is in the transpacific
market between Australia and the US to stay,
refuting an earlier prediction by V
Australia’s Sir Richard Branson that UA was
likely to be the first casualty of the intense
competition on the route.
The Sydney Morning Herald quotes United
ceo and chairman, Glenn Tilton, as saying
“It’s a hugely significant market for us and
we are in that market for the long haul.” He
has promised to maintain services on the
route for the long term despite the fact UA is
now up against Qantas as well as Virgin
Blue’s long-haul offshoot, V Australia and
Delta Air Lines, both of whom are now just
waiting for US approval for their plans to
form a joint venture on the route. The IASC
has already said yes to the JV.
United recently
revamped its US
west coast-
Australia
services with
B747 aircraft
configured
with lie-flat
beds in its  premium-class
cabins.
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Qantas cuts the grog
Spirits and full strength beer have been
banned on intrastate Qantas flights in
Western Australia because drunken mine
workers have become too unruly. Qantas
says the new rules are designed to stem
the number of drunken passengers on fly-
in, fly-out routes to mining towns but
would also apply on tourist routes.

Tiger grows fleet, frequency
Tiger Airways is to add an eighth Airbus
A320 to its Australian domestic fleet early
next year and it will be based in Adelaide.
The SIA-backed Tiger has also announced
that it is boosting the number of flights from
its Melbourne Tullamarine base in the New
Year, with additional services to Hobart, the
Sunshine Coast, Gold Coast and Adelaide.
This includes an extra six weekly MEL-OOL
flights from 07JAN and an additional three
MEL-ADL flights from 05FEB.
The new routes come after Tiger recently
boosted its presence on the busy SYD-MEL
route and announced it would start daily
services between SYD and the Gold Coast in
DEC09.
According to The Australian, Tiger chief
executive Tony Davis says the decision to
add the eighth plane was in keeping with the
airline’s sustainable growth policy and that
more aircraft would follow.

Stealth tax helps UK balance its books

AirAsiaX expands to meet Aussie demand
Low-cost long haul carrier AirAsia X is to
increase its frequency from 6pw to daily
A330 flights between Kuala Lumpur and the
Gold Coast from 06FEB in response to a
boom in passenger traffic.
Three days earlier, AirAsia X will ramp up
its frequency between KL and Melbourne by
one flight to 12pw. The new service will give
passengers better two-way connectivity by

reducing transit times when connecting to
London, China and the Middle East and other
routes.
The Kuala Lumpur-based carrier will be
introducing premium lie-flat seats on one of
its new planes early next year and will
retrofit its five A330s and two A340s with
the new product as they go in for heavy
maintenance checks in the first half of the

year.
It aims to use the new product to
boost yields while at the same time
appealing to cost-conscious
business travellers by providing
premium seats at about half the
price charged by legacy carriers.

On the eve of the introduction of higher air
passenger duty, Britain’s Chancellor of the
Exchequer, Alistair Darling finally admitted
that the flight taxes were being raised to help
bail out the banks and plug gaps in the
national finances.
The Daily Mail reports he made no attempt
to justify the move on environmental
grounds, the official reason for the tax, which
has now taken effect. The increase will see
duty for short-haul economy flights to
Europe rise from £10 to £11.
On longer journeys the levy rises by as much
as £30.
Airlines have warned that the tax will cost
thousands of jobs and do nothing to combat
global warming. The hike, which will
particularly hit long-haul passengers
travelling in business and first class cabins,
was condemned by British Airways

BA said the effect of the two increases would
mean the cost of a flight for a family of four
to Australia for travel after November 1 next
year would rise by at least £340. At that time
the duty increases will see economy-class
passengers on the shortest flights paying £12.
But for premium-class passengers on the
longest flights - more than 6,000 miles - the
levy will soar from the latest figure of £110
to as high as £170.
Michelle Di Leo, director of the aviation
lobbying group Flying Matters, said Mr
Darling had “let the cat out of the bag on this
flying stealth tax”.
She added: “Just when the economy needs all
the help it can get, he is imposing a tax which
undermines job creation in the tourism
sector, prices ordinary families out of flying
and all for absolutely no environmental
benefit.”

US Airways realigning to focus on core strengths
US Airways has announced that it will cut
1,000 jobs in the first half of next year and
implement a “realignment” of its flight
network to focus on its “core network
strengths.”
ATWOnline reports US Airways will close
crew bases at Las Vegas and New York
LaGuardia at the end of JAN10 and at
Boston in MAY10. This will see Las Vegas
daily departures drop from 64 to 36; services
suspended at Wichita and Colorado Springs,
and 15 E-190s redeployed to BOS-PHL and
BOS-LGA Shuttle flying.
Some 99% of US flights will then go through
the Charlotte, Philadelphia and Phoenix hubs,
focus airport Washington National and the
BOS-LGA-DCA shuttle service.

In addition, US Airways flights between PHL
and five European destinations –
Birmingham, London Gatwick, Milan
Malpensa, Shannon and Stockholm Arlanda -
will be eliminated and seasonal PHL service
to Brussels and Zurich will transition to year-
round in late 2010. US also will return its
PHL-Beijing flight authority to the US Dept.
of Transportation. It will retain the option to
reapply for the authority.

ANA has reported a ¥3.8 billion profit in

the quarter ended 30SEP, a 75% drop on

the same period a year ago.  It is

predicting a ¥28 billion full year deficit

and has unveiled a revised business plan

that includes 1,000 job cuts.

London not in Jetstar plans
Qantas chief executive Alan Joyce has ruled
out Jetstar flights to London in competition
with AirAsia X, which had offered fares as
low as $1100 return from Australia to
London-Stansted. Jetstar will instead
concentrate on reclaiming markets like
Athens and Rome that Qantas had abandoned
in the 80s and 90s because of its
comparatively high costs and the lack of
business traffic demand.
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Pandaw’s Ganges maiden voyages – telling it straight
Paul Strachan, founder of Pandaw Cruises,
has authored a report on the new Pandaw
voyages on India’s sacred Ganges.
“Now both the upstream and downstream
voyages are over, I am taking stock and
trying to work out if they were a success or
not. My own feelings are mixed, as are the
evaluations and reports we receive from the
intrepid who came with us. Some say it was
brilliant and others are asking for their
money back. Where do I begin?
“First of all we made it. For the first time in
living memory, certainly since the 1920s, a
passenger vessel made it all the way from
Calcutta to Varanasi. That is 1,280km in 14
days. Given the challenges of low hanging
power lines, bridge restrictions, high flow
rates, dealing with bureaucracy through three
separate states, etc, this was an achievement.
Many said it could not be done. They said the
same when we started on the Irrawaddy in
1995 and on the Mekong in 2002. Once again
we cracked it.
“On the plus side I would say the excursions
are fascinating – there is a lot to see and do
along the banks of the Hugli and Ganges,
more than on the Mekong and as good as the
Irrawaddy. The riverscape really is amazing –
varied and full of contrasts. There are lots of
dolphins and bird life is rich. The village
people are warm and welcoming and there is
none of the hassle you would expect of India.
There is no doubt this is one of the most
beautiful river cruises in the world. “Given
the mess of India’s land infrastructure surely
the only way to see this wonderful country.
On the down side the food, service,

maintenance standards were a total
embarrassment to me personally and all our
Pandaw team. It is a long story but the
delivery of this ship from Burma and its
subsequent arrival in Kolkotta was a
catalogue of disaster. To sum it up we found
we had lost control of the ship’s management
to our local joint venture partner.
“A carefully selected Pandaw set up team of
14 under our German hotel director had
unceremoniously been expelled from the
country a month earlier. The partner put a
mixed bunch of inexperienced staff on a
week before departure. None of them had
worked on the ship before and the partner
insisted in travelling with the cruise
micromanaging every detail. Close to tears, I
seriously considered cancelling the cruise
when I saw the state of our once beautiful
ship on the eve of the voyage.
“Nearly all the passengers on board were old
Pandaw passengers, which can be a mixed
blessing. On the one hand, these are well-
travelled and highly adventurous people up
for anything. On the other hand, they could
not help but compare with past Pandaw
experiences, which were well run, with great
food on immaculate ships.
“On the upstream one of propellers was
damaged by submerged debris and this
reduced speed until a tug boat arrived from
Patna to assist and help us catch up. A very
poor decision was taken to disembark
passengers too early for a torturous long day
by coach to Bodh Gaya and then on returning
to Patna discovered that the ship, sluggish on
one engine had not caught up. Dinner was in

a hotel restaurant as passengers
awaited their lost ship.
“We had well warned passengers
of these issues in advance and the
maiden voyages were well
discounted to compensate for
such discomforts. However, I took
the decision to reduce the number
of nights on board on the
upstream from 14 to 12 and the
downstream to 10 nights.
“Transferring passengers to/from
Varanasi from Gazipur and to/
from Kolkotta from Bandel. This
reduced the sailing distance by
about 200km. I felt so bad about
the low standards on board that it
seemed imperative to get people
off and into a nice comfortable
five star hotel.
“At Varanasi passengers stayed at
the very smart new Radisson and
in Kolkotta we use the wonderful
old Oberoi Grand, one of the best

hotels in the world. This did make sight-seeing much
easier in these places as at Varanasi the authorities were
going to make us moor out of town and at Kolkotta due
to the tides and bridges we had to moor several hours
upstream. Some passengers were grateful to be rescued
others unhappy to be moved. It was a tough decision but
the right one and for future cruises will stick with this
arrangement of ten nights on board and the pre and post
two nights in hotels. Pandaw absorbs this extra cost.
“The downstream maiden voyage went more smoothly
and there are some glowing appraisals from passengers,
though generally it was felt the food, mainly Indian, was
monotonous and the lack of wine was sorely felt. (Our
partner is working on the liquor licences for all three
states.) However there was lots of beer and local spirits
on board, which flowed freely.
“All in all, it will take a lot of work and a long time to
get this ship up to the standard of the rest of the fleet.
Indian immigration laws will not let us bring our own
people in to train up the locals. “We have to start from
scratch with a completely new crew. We are assured by
our Indian partner, that he will allow Pandaw managers
to come on board and run the actual ships, which is a big
step forward. However it will take time, at least a couple
of years, to get this up to scratch and I am glad to say our
partner is really co-operating to move things forward.
“Nowadays everyone regards our three ships on the
Mekong as a bench-mark of Pandaw excellence. But it
was not always so. It took at least three years to get these
cruises up to the standard of our Burma cruises, and then
the complaint from old passengers was that the service
was not nearly as good as Burma. These days people go
from the Mekong to Burma and tell me that Burma is not
a patch on the Mekong. Just shows you, with a bit of spit
and polish we can turn things round.”
Pandaw Cruises is represented in New Zealand by
Francis Travel Marketing. Call 09-444 2298.
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THIS WEEK’S 5-DAY FLASH SPECIALS

Aust, NZ & Sth Pac  Cruises   from $1499

Caribbean Cruises   from US$599

Hawaii, Tahiti  Cruises  from US$1499

Holiday  Cruises from US$999

Panama Canal Cruises  from $749

Mexico Cruises   from US$549

South America Cruises  from US$1099easyCruise
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Windows 7 classes on HAL ships
As Microsoft Corp. rolls out Windows 7
worldwide, Holland America Line will
feature a month-long series of festive High
Seas Launch Parties of its own across its
entire fleet. Holland America’s parties
celebrate the new operating system,
Windows 7, which powers the line’s series of
free onboard Digital Workshops.
Classes and launch parties are led by the
workshop “techsperts,” or instructors, who
are Microsoft-trained and are officially
approved Windows 7 launch hosts. All ships
have Party Packs from Microsoft and will be

giving away Windows 7 theme posters,
luggage tags and special discounts and offers
in addition to HAL prizes.
Workshops are complimentary and limited to
15 participants per session so that instructors
can provide personalised assistance. In
addition, instructors maintain “techspert
time,” where guests can get their individual
questions answered and work on personal
program-related projects. Each ship has a
dedicated space for the classes, complete
with computers, printers and other necessary
equipment. www.hollandamerica.com.

P&O Cruises superliner Pacific Jewel, which debuts in Sydney next

month, will feature a dedicated chocolate café onboard.

Passengers will be tempted by such treats as chocolate ravioli,

warm chocolate fondant, freshly baked Belgium waffles and a

range of cookies and chocolate cakes baked daily.

And while sipping on a cup of freshly made gourmet hot chocolate,

they will be able to make contact with family and friends back home

using internet facilities located within ‘The Café’.

US$750 pp saving from Cruise West
Cruise West has released a deal in
conjunction with the ‘Voyages of the Great
Explorers’ cruise, which is featured in the
newly released 2010 Adventure World
Cruise West worldwide brochure. Clients
will receive a US$750pp discount on the
cruise price, says Adventure World.
On 05MAR10, Cruise West launches
Voyages of the Great Explorers – 24
unique and consecutive sailings that trace
the epic journeys of Columbus, Magellan,
Captain Cook, Odysseus, Leif Erickson,
and Marco Polo. All told, these sailings
will quite literally circumnavigate the

globe, with guests taking part in as many
or as few legs of the journey as they wish.
Richard G West (chairman & managing
director) and his wife, Leslie, personally
invite travellers to join them for three very
special Chairman’s Cruises. They urge
your clients to book and pay in full before
18DEC09 to receive the US$750pp
discount on all Voyages in Chapters I-IV,
plus to also take advantage of the early
booking and final payment savings to save
even more dollars.
For quotes, bookings and brochures phone
Adventure World on 09-524 5118.

Cruise Alaska and save
Cruise West has extended the current Alaska
early booking savings period until 18DEC09
(was 20NOV), advises Adventure World.  If
guests book and pay in full by this date - this
represents a savings of US$500pp for the
Alaska Inside Passage cruises (9A);

US$500pp for all Gold Rush departures (10/
11A); and US$300pp for all 4-night cruises
of Glacier Bay Highlights (12A) and Prince
William Sound (18A).
For all your Cruise West bookings phone
Adventure World on 09-539 8102.
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Sailing the Salish Sea
The Salish Sea is the newly approved name
for the eco-region off North America’s west
coast that includes the Strait of Juan de Fuca
and Georgia Strait, and stretches from
northern Vancouver Island to the edges of
urban areas in Puget Sound, including Seattle
and Tacoma.
Residents of western regions in both the US
and Canada hope the new name will protect
their shared coastal waters, which are not as
pristine as in the past.  The Salish Sea is
home to Chinook salmon, killer whales, bald
eagles and shellfish and therefore needs
place-based, cross-border conservation
recognition so it can be cleaned up and
protected as an ecological unit.
The name is partly in honour of the
aboriginal Salish people of the Pacific
Northwest.

RCI’s Oasis of the Seas, on its maiden

voyage to Florida, squeezed under

Denmark’s Great Belt Fixed Link bridge

with just 50cm to spare on its way out of

the Baltic on Saturday night. It managed

the feat by lowering its telescopic

smokestacks, a spectacle watched by

hundreds of spectators.

ACCOMMODATION
Holiday Inn reveal
Matt Rippin, GM at Holiday Inn Auckland
Airport, unveils the new sign at the front
gate. The former Centra (the very last
property in the world to carry the brand) is
the first Holiday Inn here to get the new
signage. It is part of a global billion-dollar
relaunch of the famous brand, which will see
3,600 hotels given the new look. The revamp
is the biggest such project in hotel history.
The Holiday Inn Auckland Airport has had a
$10m refurb over two years, giving public
areas a whole new look and WiFi, and
transforming guest rooms. Gone are the old
motel-style breeze block walls and wooden
verandah rails. Instead, it’s feather-stuffed
underlays, a choice of soft and firm pillows,
flat screen TV, stylish bathroom, workdesk
with dataport, and the signature Holiday Inn
scent.

Fashion bonus for New Zealand Luxury guests
Upscale accommodation representatives
New Zealand Luxury and Kiwi fashion label
Untouched World™ have joined forces this
2009/10 summer to offer those visiting New
Zealand a unique purchase reward
proposition.
Every guest booking worth NZ$1000 or
more made direct with participating New
Zealand Luxury members (or via their group
website) qualifies for a substantial gift of
organic fashion from Untouched World. A
special donation will also be made to the
Untouched World Charitable Trust whose
projects focus on sustainable development
and education.

The promotion kicked off yesterday and runs
for 7 weeks. It applies to all qualifying travel
completed during the 2009/10 New Zealand
summer when special peak season deals are
usually very hard to come by. The bigger the
purchase, the better the gift of clothing
travellers will receive and the larger donation
will be made to help the environment.
For example NZ$5000 spent across a range
of New Zealand Luxury members would earn
NZ$750 worth of Untouched World clothing
and a donation of NZ$250 would also be
made to the Untouched World Charitable
Trust.
Visit www.newzealandluxury.com

INDUSTRY

The Wisdom Loop
in new corporate logo
The newly formed Rendezvous Hospitality
Group (RHG), operators of 13 Rendezvous
and The Marque hotels across the Asia-
Pacific region, has launched a new corporate
logo to encapsulate the organisation’s new
corporate direction and focus.

The logo now
encompasses ‘The
Wisdom Loop’,
reflecting the
company’s desire
to learn through
insight and deliver
with care.
The Wisdom Loop is based on the ‘Tree of
Wisdom’ or ‘Bodhi Tree’ where Buddha sat
during four meditations before entering
nirvana and reaching enlightenment. The
‘Endless Knot’, an important cultural marker
is also incorporated into the logo, and
symbolizes the union of wisdom and method.

Kirra Tours OCT
prize draw winner
Congratulations to Joann Vandermade
from Harvey World Travel, Paraparaumu,
who is the lucky winner of Kirra Tours
October Prize Draw for $100 worth of
Body Shop vouchers, going into the draw
simply by booking his clients on a
Northern Highlights tour. Any agency
bookings made during NOV09 will go
into the next draw for the Body Shop
vouchers.
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PEARL’S  PEARLER

How to live to be 100..........get to your
99th birthday then be VERY careful

United Travel Franchise office
restructured
Stella ceo Greig Leighton has announced the
restructure of the United Travel Franchise
office. The role of Chief Executive Officer
United Travel has been disestablished and
Rob MacGregor has left the business with
immediate effect. The remainder of the
United Travel Franchise office structure and
associated cost base will be revised and
changes will be communicated in due course.
“These decisions are never easy when you
consider the human factors, however the
continued tough environment we are
currently trading within means that we have
to provide a model and a cost structure to our
Franchisees that is commensurate with the
current financial climate,” says Mr Leighton.
“We aim to complete this process so that cost
savings can be provided directly to the
Franchise members. It is important that we
maintain and build a brand that is
competitive and a model for United Travel
which allows us to grow together in the
future.”

Another agency terminated
TAANZ has terminated the membership
of Parnell Travel Ltd, trading as Harvey
World Travel Parnell, Shop 6, 177
Parnell Road, Parnell, Auckland.  The
member is in default of supplier
payments including BSP.

Hotelier stars in Show Boat
Well-known industry identity Graham
“Gumby” Allen, who runs The Elliott Hotel
in Auckland, is taking to the stage. Not the
first one out of town but to the “boards” after
many years absence. Gumby has been cast as
one of the leads in an Auckland Music
Theatre production of the Broadway hit Show
Boat, (think Ole Man River), playing the
comic lead “Captain Andy”.
The show runs 13-21NOV at Westpoint –
MOTAT 2, 190 Meola Road. Book at iTicket.

TMS appointment
Recruitment specialist TMS Asia-Pacific has named
Breakaway Travel Club’s high profile general manager
Alessandra de Matteis to
replace Ainslie Hunt as general
manager Australia/NZ. Ainslie is
taking a year’s maternity leave
from the end of the month.
Ms de Matteis will be responsible
for marketing, branding, product
development, operations
management and new business
initiatives in the Australasian
region.

Rewarding times for JR Duty FreeShamrock website makes its own luck
Tourism Ireland, which entered its Shamrock Agents Website
into the international IMA (Interactive Media Awards) under
the Travel/Tourism section, has been awarded an ‘Outstanding
Achievement’ gong, says Mary Galway. There were 113
entrants into the sector and only five sites reached award
status, with the NTO’s site scoring 478 points out a possible
500.
The Outstanding Achievement award is the second highest
honor bestowed by IMA and an extremely challenging award
to win.
Says IMA: “Your website has excelled in all areas of our
judging criteria and represents a very high standard of
planning, execution and overall professionalism.
“Your project was scored using five specific criteria, with a
score from 0-100 awarded for each criterion. The total of these
five scores established your overall score up to a maximum of
500.
The Shamrock Agents Website scored 94 for Design; 91 for
Content; 99 for Feature Functionality; 98 for Usability, and 96
for Standards Compliance & Cross-Browser Compatibility.
Judges include creatives and directors from companies such as
The New York Times, New Line Cinema, Verizon, Ogilvy,
McCann Erickson and Microsoft.

The numbers of Kiwis
travelling might have slowed
in the past 12 months, but
duty free newcomer, JR Duty
Free is experiencing massive
growth since opening its
doors here less than four
months ago.
In the last six weeks alone
the family-owned business
with stores in Auckland and
Wellington airports has
almost doubled its retail
footprint with three new
stores opening in arrivals
and departures. A major
Auckland departure shop
will open on 01MAY10.
JR Duty Free says it is
poised to become New
Zealand’s most rewarding
duty free retailer with three
major loyalty programmes to
be operating by Christmas.

In addition to AA Rewards, which is already in
operation, travellers shopping either online or
in-store will be able to earn points on all
purchases except tobacco, for redemption
through JR Duty Free’s own loyalty
programme. In the next few weeks JR Duty
Free will also be announcing a further
partnership with another major Rewards
programme.
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